
K5 1st Grade 2nd Grade

Language Arts and Reading
Learn names and sounds of letters - including

beginning, middle, and ending sounds.
Develop decoding skills and sound & blend
words.

Introduce nouns, verbs, adjectives and
pronouns.
Practice writing complete sentences with proper

punctuation.
Continue to develop listening comprehension

skills

Language Arts and Reading
Learn phonics, sentence structure, grammar,

Dolce Sight Words.
Develop reading and writing independence and

continue to strengthen reading
comprehension.

Develop spelling skills.
Practice and refine penmanship.

Language Arts and Reading
Develop skills in functional reading and

comprehension in conjunction with
strengthening listening skills.

Learn to express ideas in complete sentences.
Recognize parts of speech, phonics & phonetic

rules.
Enhance spelling skills by identifying root words,

prefixes and suffixes.
Increase vocabulary.
Learn cursive writing.
Introduce creative writing.

Mathematics
Learn number values and introduce principles of

addition and subtraction.
Continue to develop skills in sorting,
classification

and identification of patterns.
Develop matching skills.
Learn to count by 1’s, 2’s, 5’s and 10’s to 100.
Introduce concepts of graphing, geometry,

currency, measurements and time.

Mathematics
Strengthen addition and subtraction skills.
Introduce concepts of fractions, problem solving

time, and money.
Continue development of place value and

comparison skills.
Expand scope of knowledge in measurements,

geometry and graphs.

Mathematics
Strengthen addition and subtractions skills

including the introduction of multiple
number sets.

Introduce Multiplication.
Enhance skills in geometry, time, currency,

measurement and fractions, place value
and data graphs.

Introduce concepts of estimation, reasoning,
pattern detection, multiple step word

problems,
and weight and capacity measurements.

Social Studies
Explore the concept of self.
Practice social skills and manners with
classmates & teachers.
Continue to learn about family, home,
community,

and holidays.
Begin learning about U.S. presidents.

Social Studies
Begin the study of geography.
Study people of the world, government and
economics.

Social Studies
Learn concepts of community, government,

citizenship, world cultures, and goods &
services.

Develop knowledge of working with globes and
maps.

Science
Introduce basic science concepts, including

weather, health, senses, animals, plants,
insects, magnets, and space.

Science
Continues exploration of the plant and animal

Kingdoms, weather..
Introduce the concepts of matter, objects in the

sky and natural resources.

Science
Enhance knowledge in areas of plant and animal

kingdoms, natural resources, magnets, and
matter & motion.




